
VIDEOBRASIL  
30 YEARS

VIDEO PROGRAM 
This curatorial project seeks to revisit the audiovisual works from the Videobra-
sil collection in order to establish a connection between the contemporary art 
scene and the history of the institution in its 30 years. The program has three 
parts showing the main phases that make the history of Videobrasil.

The first one, from 1983 to 1989, is branded by the construction, diffusion and 
establishment of the electronic medium in Brazil, period in which Brazil was 
leaving behind 2 decades of military dictatorship. The second phase, 1990 to 
1998, is influenced by the international consolidation and legitimization of elec-
tronic art. At that moment, the festival becomes biennial and it is consolidated 
as an exchange platform for artists, theorist and curators.

From 2001 on, the festival enters its most recent phase. At this moment it uphol-
ds its international projection, concentrates its curatorial focus in the world’s ge-
opolitical south, opening to the most varied artistic languages and supports.



Reencontro | 7’50’’ 
Rafael França | 1984
The first part of a trilogy that investigates the narrative language of video. A lonely man is confronted 
with his own traumatic past and mortality. Confusing the narrative conventions, the video does not 
feature synchronised sound or linear plot. The experimental narrative language reflects the human post-
modern condition and the complicated negotiations between emotion and modernity.

Homenagem a George Segal | 3’31” 
Lenora de Barros e Walter Silveira | 1985
Performance by the artist Lenora de Barros. Facing the camera, she brushes her teeth vigorously and 
the foam overflows, covering her face and finally her entire head.

VT preparado AC/JC | 10’
Walter Silveira, Pedro Vieira | TVDO | 1986
Experimental video art piece inspired by the work of the poet Augusto de Campos and the 
multimedia artist John Cage, featuring scenes recorded during the 18th São Paulo Art Biennial. 
Featuring appearances by Waly Salomão, Décio Pignatari and Haroldo de Campos.

Heróis da Decadên(s)ia | 35’27’’
Tadeu Jungle, Walter Silveira | TVDO | 1987 
Experimental video featuring the poets Waly Salomão, Roberto Piva and Walter Silveira and a 
statement from Dom Paulo Evaristo Arns. Includes footage of the singer Supla and actors Marcelo 
Mansfield and Giovanna Gold. Excerpts from Caetano Veloso’s famous speech at the São Paulo 
finals of the 1968 International Song Festival (Festival Internacional da Canção).

Juliette | 03’55’’
Sandra Kogut | ANTEVÊ | 1988
Music video for the song Juliette, by the songwriter Fausto Fawcett, featuring singer Fernanda 
Abreu, footage of Copacabana Beach, in Rio de Janeiro, and animated collages.

Mentiras e humilhações | 4’
Eder Santos | 1988
Video art piece based on Carlos Drummond de Andrade’s poem Liquidação. An elderly lady recites 
the poem as the camera travels through the rooms showing the furniture, the pictures on the walls, 
details of an uninhabited house. Awarded at the 6th Videobrasil.

Marly Normal | 06’54’’
Fernando Meirelles, Marcelo Machado | Olhar Eletrônico | 1983
The routine of a clerk in the city of São Paulo is shown in detail. The solitude of the character 
is eased by the television set, which also works as a dream machine. The ticktack of the clock, 
stretching over the entire video, underlines the frenetic pace of big cities.

THE 80’S: EXPERIMENTAL PRACTICES | FIRST PHASE: 1983 TO 1989

PROGRAM 1 | 1h11’ Labia Theater | August 13th - 6:15 pm



Janaúba | 17’45” 
Eder Santos | 1993
A recreation of a scene from Mário Peixoto’s film Limite - in which a boat slowly crosses a river with 
a couple on board - serves as point of departure for this poetical narrative about life in the Brazilian 
countryside. Janaúba is the name of a city in the state of Minas Gerais, near the border with Bahia. 
Award-winning video at the 10th Festival Videobrasil.

O Menino, a favela e as tampas de panela | 5’
Cao Hamburger | 1995
A boy who steals cooking pot lids from his home and from a neighbor’s flees through alleys, 
staircases and dead-ends in São Paulo’s Paraisópolis favela. Brazilian episode of the Abra a 
porta (Open the Door) series.

Tereza | 16’
Kiko Goifman, Caco Souza | 1992
Tereza, a word that has multiple meanings in jail life, guides this documentary on inmates and their 
stories. The video includes texts by Jean Genet, Percival de Souza and S. Paezzo, and statements from 
the prisoners; the video was shot at Penitentiary 1 and Campinas’ Police Precinct 5.

O Beijoqueiro | 29’15’’
Carlos Nader | 1992
Documentary about a “serial kisser” whose “victims” number over a thousand people, including 
Frank Sinatra, Pope John Paul II and Pelé. The kisser is seen as the unconscious heir to a Brazilian 
anthropophagic tradition. In the impossibility of eating the people he admires, he kisses them.

Poesia é uma ou duas linhas, e por trás uma imensa paisagem | 9’28’’ 
João Moreira Salles | 1990
A tribute to poet Ana Cristina Cesar, from Rio de Janeiro, featuring quotes by Charles Baudelaire, 
Sylvia Plath, Czeslaw Milosz, T. S. Eliot, Armando Freitas Filho, Cacaso, Carlos Drummond de 
Andrade and Manuel Bandeira, and music by Billie Holiday.

THE 90’S: INTO THE ART (VIDEO PRODUCTION BETWEEN MOVIES  
AND VISUAL ART) | SECOnD PHASE: 1990 TO 1998

PROGRAM 2 | 1h17’ Labia Theater | August 14th - 6:15 pm



Cows | 4’10” 
Gabriela Golder | 2002
Rosario, Argentina, March 25th, 2002. About 400 people slaughtered cows that minutes before 
had spread on the asphalt when the truck they were being transported in fell down.

Red Chewing Gun | 10’47’’ 
Akram Zaatari | 2000
In the form of a letter, the video reflects on the consumption and production of images, but also on 
the end of the relationship between two men. The story of their separation is located in the context 
of the urban landscape under alteration in Hamra, a Lebanese neighbourhood that was once an 
effervescent commercial center.

Nanofania | 3’27” 
Cao Guimarães | 2003
Visual and sound composition of micromoments.

A MAN. A ROAD. A RIVER | 09’54’’ 
Marcellvs L. | 2004
The swelling of a river, which floods part of a road and interrupts the normal flow of people and cars, 
is the subject of this visual poem, a portrait of a crossing of paths and lives and of the force of nature 
over artificiality.

Não há ninguém aqui # 1 | 04’09’’
Wagner Morales | 2000
A fictitious male character places an ad in the lonely hearts section of the Folha de S.Paulo 
newspaper. The responses to this ad were taped on an answering machine and later were used for 
the script to the video. The images of women randomly picked talk both of surveillance cameras as 
well as of an amorous search.

21ST CENTURY: THE CONSOLIDATION OF A LANGUAGE | THIRD PHASE: 2001 unTIL TODAY

PROGRAM 3 | 1h13’ Labia Theater | August 15th - 6:15 pm

Un Cercle autour du soleil | 15’33’’
Ali Cherri | 2005
As the camera slowly reveals the ruins of Beirut, the author’s voice describes the intimate 
presence of the Lebanese civil war throughout his childhood and speaks of the discovery of 
subjectivity during nighttime bombardments. Winner of the FAAP Digital Arts Prize.



Vue Panoramique | 14’48”  
Bouchra Khalili | 2005 
Vue Panoramique draws a circular path between two shores. We see the comings and goings of a 
boat, the languid rolling of anchored craft, the activity of the passengers, and the wait. At the same 
time, a female voice describes a wander through a village surrounded by the sea.

Unforgettable memory | 10’15” 
Liu Wei | 2009
The artist tries to recover his memory of 1989, when the Chinese took to the streets to protest 
against the Deng Xiaoping government. Wei heads out in search of witnesses, carrying with him a 
camera and a photo of the protests, during which he was almost killed. using direct language, the 
work questions the power of memory in the face of indifference.

Labia Theater
68 Orange St, Cape Town, South Africa



Akram Zaatari | Sayda, Lebanon, 1966
Working in photography, film, video, installation, and performance, Zaatari explores the state of 
image-making and deals with questions of representation, identity, and desire. He is a cofounder of 
the Arab Image Foundation. He took part in the Turin Triennale (2008), biennales of Istanbul (2011), 
Venice (2007), and São Paulo (2006), and of DOCuMEnTA (13), 2012. Recent solo shows include This 
Day at Ten, WIELS Contemporary Art Centre, Brussels (2014) and Projects 100: Akram Zaatari, The 
Museum of Modern Art, new York (2013). His work is represented in the collections of Tate Modern, 
Centre Pompidou, Kadist, The Museum of Modern Art, and Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago.

Ali Cherri | Beirut, Lebanon, 1976
Political issues and personal memories mix in Ali Cherri’s work, spanning from video to installation, 
performance and engraving. Solo exhibitions include On Things that Move (2014) and Bad Bad Ima-
ges (2012), both at Imane Farès Gallery, Paris. Recent group shows exhibitions include Future Imper-
fect, Tate Modern, London (2013), Dégagements, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris (2012), and Expo-
sure, Beirut Art Center (2011). His work has also been presented at venues such as Centre Georges 
Pompidou (Paris), Delfina Foundation and Tate Modern (London), and HomeWorks (Beirut).

ANTEVÊ | Rio de Janeiro RJ, Brazil, 1980
The Antevê was a carioca film production company that mainly worked during the mid 1980’s and 
1990’s. it was composed by Roberto Berliner, Sandra Kogut and Cabeça. It used to be connected to 
the 1980’s musical business, working with Fausto Fawcett and Fernanda Abreu (Katia Flávia, a godiva 
de Irajá, in 1987, and Juliette, in 1988) , also making videos with the band Paralamas do Sucesso (V 
o Video , 1987, which registers a band tour, and at the same year, A novidade, video for the song 
with the same name). They also did the video for the Ed Motta’s song Manuel, in 1989. Still in 1988, 
they produced Andréa Andróide, based on the poetry of Chacal, with music by Ricardo Barreto. The 
comics used to be a constant reference for the company, as well as humor. They tried to mix experi-
mentalism with the appeal for a bigger audience, as one can notice in the case of Juliette, which was 
done in partnership with the TV program Fantástico, from Rede Globo.

Bouchra Khalili | Casablanca, Morocco, 1975
Khalili studied cinema at the université Paris III - Sorbonne nouvelle and visual arts at the École natio-
nale Supérieure d’Arts de ParisCergy. Her work mixes documental practice with a conceptual focus in 
order to address such themes as nomadism and social belonging. She exhibited at the 10th Sharjah 
Biennial (united Arab Emirates, 2011); the Liverpool Biennial (England, 2010); The Studio Museum 
(new York, 2010); The Museum of Contemporary Art (Detroit, 2010); and Museo Reina Sofía (Madrid, 
2009), among other shows and institutions. She was recently appointed as fellow 20112013 by Vera 
List Center for Art and Politics (new York).

ARTISTS BIOGRAPHIES | VIDEO AGENCIES



Caco Souza | São Paulo, Brazil, 1961
Filmmaker, directs mainly documentaries, but has already done advertisement and fiction films. His 
first feature film, Quatrocentos Contra um: História do Comando Vermelho, was released in 2010. 
Co-director of the documentaries Eliane (2002), Amor é um Lugar Vazio (2001), Tereza (1992) and 
Clones, Bárbaros, Replicantes (1994), directed the photography for the short film Zagati (2001) and 
directed and photographed the documentaries Resistir (2006) and Senhora Liberdade (2004). Re-
ceived many awards such as: Best Direction at the II Curta Cabo Frio, Rio de Janeiro, 2008; Prize 
of  Support to Cinema Paulista, 2006;  Best film at the Festival nacional de Vídeo, Salvador, Bahia, 
2005; Best documentary at the 11th Vitória Cine Vídeo, 2004; Special prize of the jury  and Prize of 
the Popular Jury at the FORuMBHZ Vídeo Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, 1995; Best experimental 
documentary at the 10th Videobrasil International Electronic Art Festival, São Paulo, 1994; and Best 
Documentary at the FestVídeo Porto Alegre, 1993.

Cao Guimarães | Belo Horizonte MG, Brazil, 1965
Filmmaker and artist, he lives and works in Belo Horizonte. Since the end of the 1980s exhibits his 
works in different museums and galleries such as Tate Modern, Guggenheim Museum, Museum 
of Modern Art, nova York, Gasworks, Frankfurten Kunstverein, Studio Guenzano, Galeria La Caja 
negra e Galeria nara Roesler. Participated in Biennial exhibitions such as the XXV and XXVII Bienal 
Internacional de São Paulo and Insite Biennial 2005 (San Diego/Tijuana). Some of his works are part 
of collections as: Fondation Cartier Pour L’art Contemporain, Tate Modern, Walker Art Center, Gu-
ggenheim Museum, Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo, Museum of Modern Art, nova York, 
Instituto Cultural Inhotim. His films have been exhibited at many festivals: Festival del film Locarno 
(2004, 2006 and 2008), Mostra Internazionale d’Arte Cinematografica di Venezia (2007), Sundance 
Film Festival (2007), Festival de Cannes (2005), Rotterdam International Film Festival (2005, 2007 and 
2008), Festival Cinema du Réel (2005), International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam – IDFA 
(2004), Festival É Tudo Verdade (2001, 2004 and 2005), Las Palmas de Gran Canaria International Film 
Festival (2008), Mostra Internacional de Cinema de São Paulo (2004 and 2006), Festival do Rio (2001, 
2004, 2005, 2006), Sydney International Film Festival (2008).

Cao Hamburger | São Paulo, Brazil, 1962
With an extensive television and cinema career, Cao Hamburguer is one of the directors of the film 
production company O2 filmes. His first film was a stop-motion animation short film called Frankens-
tein Punk (1987), co-directed by Eliana Fonseca, and elected Best Short Film of the Official Jury and 
Best Short film of the Popular Jury in Gramado. He also directed O menino, a favela e as tampas de 
panela (1996), done with the London’s BBC of London and the Ragdoll, which received Honorable 
Mention at the 11th Videobrasil, 1996. Head of the children’s series Castelo Rá-Tim-Bum, broadcas-
ted by TV Cultura and based on it did his first feature film Castelo Rá-Tim-Bum - O Filme (1999). In 
2006, created and directed the series Filhos do Carnaval, produced by the film company O2 and broa-
dcast by HBO. Due to the series’ success, a second season was released in 2009. Cao’s second feature 
film  - O Ano em que Meus Pais Saíram de Férias (2006) – was elected best film by the Popular Jury 
at the Festival do Rio de 2006 and won three prizes at the Grande Prêmio Vivo do Cinema Brasileiro: 
Best Film, Best Original Script and Best Art Direction. Recently, Cao released the film Xingu (2012), 
produced by O2 in partnership with the Focus Features.



Carlos Nader | São Paulo SP, Brazil, 1964
Intertwining languages between documentary and video art, Carlos nader is above all an essayist. His 
works were exhibited and awarded in cultural centers of many countries and broadcasted by important 
TV channels all over the world. The “semi-documentary” Beijoqueiro (1992) was one of the most ack-
nowledge videos of the 1990s. In Trovoada (1995), nader also escapes the conventional structure of 
most documentaries living the argument adrift, constantly disconcerted by digressions. In O Fim da Via-
gem (1996), the artist explores the reality’s contamination by fiction and the absurd hidden behind life’s 
banalities.  In the video Carlos nader (1998), the concept of autobiography is imploded, when he mixes 
his own image with testimonies of travesties, philosophers, poets and bandits. He edited the magazines 
Caos, from 1987 to 1989 and Circuit in 1990. Between 2002 and 2004, nader concentrated his activi-
ties in Europe, where he directed documentaries and created video installations to local cultural centers. 
Among authorship’s works, he is also a TV screenwriter, event’s curator and magazine Trip’s columnist.   

Eder Santos | Belo Horizonte MG, Brazil, 1960
Author of a dense body of work in video and installation, Santos is an art and communication gradu-
ate from Federal university of Minas Gerais. He directed Enredando as pessoas, which won awards 
at film festivals in Havana, Cuba, and Switzerland in 2006. His solo exhibitions include Suspensão e 
Fluidez, at ARCO Madrid (Spain, 2009), and Roteiro Amarrado, at Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil, Rio 
de Janeiro (2010). His videos feature in the permanent collections of such institutions as the Museum 
of Modern Art, new York, uSA, and the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France.

Fernando Meirelles | São Paulo SP, Brazil, 1955
Graduated as an architect, Fernando Meirelles directed independent TV shows in the 1980s, adver-
tisements in the 1990s, and finally feature films in the 2000s. One of the founders of independent 
production company Olhar Eletrônico in the 1980s, he created and directed the children’s series Rá-
Tim-Bum for TV Cultura, and shows for various channels, such as TVMix. A partner of O2 Filmes, he 
directed the feature films The nutty Boy 2 (1998), Maids (2000), City of God (2002), - nominated for 
4 Academy Awards including best director -, The Constant Gardener (2004), - which also received 4 
nominations -, Blindness (2008), and 360 (2012). Lives and works in São Paulo.

Gabriela Golder | Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1971
Memory and the relationship between work and identity are frequent themes in the artist’s videos 
and installations. She has shown work at the Futura Centre for Contemporary Art, Prague, and at the 
10th Havana Biennial (2009). She received awards from the Argentine Art Critics Association and the 
15th Videobrasil International Electronic Art Festival (2005). She has done residencies at Banff, CICV, 
and the Wexner Center. She is curator and codirector of the Biennial of the Moving Image in Buenos 
Aires. Lives and works in Buenos Aires.



João Moreira Salles | Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1962
João Moreira Salles is a director, screenwriter and film producer.  He is considered one of the best 
Brazilian documentary filmmakers of the new generation. notícias de uma Guerra Particular  (1999 
– directed and written with Kátia Lund), nelson Freire (2003), Entreatos (2004  - nominee as best 
director to the Grande Prêmio Cinema Brasil) and Santiago (2007) are some of his documentaries. In 
1987 with Walter Salles, he founded the film production company VideoFilmes, which at the begin-
ning was focused on documentaries for television. Their earliest works were series broadcasted by 
Rede Manchete, as China, o império do centro (1987) and América (1989).  João Moreira Salles is also 
the screenwriter of Krajcberg, o poeta dos vestígios (1987), of Walter Salles. He was the producer of 
Lavoura Arcaica (2001), of Luiz Fernando Carvalho, Madame Satã (2002), of Karim Aïnouz, Babilônia 
2000 (2001) and Edifício Master (2002), of Eduardo Coutinho. As a Professor, he taught at the jour-
nalism course of Pontifical Catholic university of Rio de Janeiro - PuC-RJ.

Kiko Goifman | Belo Horizonte MG, Brazil, 1968
Kiko is an anthropologist graduated at the Federal univesrsity of Minas Gerais. M.A. in Multimeios 
at the university of Campinas. He is the author of the book and CD-ROM Valetes em Slow-Motion, 
winner of the 7th Grand Prix Möbius in Paris, in 1998, and work on the collection of  the Centre 
Georges Pompidou. He directed the films: 33, exhibited in Locarno, Rotterdam and Best Script Award 
in 2004 at the Cinema Paulista FIESP/SESI; Atos dos Homens, The Berlinale Festival and the Best 
documentary film at the Festival de nantes; Filmefobia, Festival del film Locarno and winner at the 
Festival de Brasília 2008 and Olhe Pra Mim de novo, Special Prize of Jury at the Festival do Rio 2011 
and exhibited at The Berlinale Festival in 2012. Received  tributes and retrospectives of his works at 
the Festival de Cinema de Tiradentes, Mostra do Audiovisual Paulista, Festival de Toulouse, Festival de 
Santa Maria da Feira e Festival de Tampere. In October, 2013, on the main competition at the Festival 
do Rio, released the fiction feature film Periscópio.

Lenora de Barros | São Paulo SP, Brazil, 1953
The word is key to the visual work of this artist and poet, a trained linguist who flits between vi-
deo, performance, photography and installation. Her recent solo shows include Sonoplastia, Galeria 
Millan, São Paulo (2011) and REVÍDEO, Oi Futuro, Rio de Janeiro (2010). She was also presented at the 
11th Biennale de Lyon (2011) and the 7th Bienal do Mercosul, Porto Alegre (2009). Her work can be 
found in various collections, including Daros-Latinamerica, Zurich and Rio de Janeiro, and MAM-SP. 
Lives and works in São Paulo.

Liu Wei | China, 1965
Wei studied at the China Central Academy of Drama, Beijing, China, and graduated in philosophy 
from the Peking university. In his artistic practice, he uses various mediums to address memory and 
relate his own experiences to the reality of a China in transformation. He participated in the 8th Gwa-
ngju Biennale (South Korea, 2010), the 9th Sharjah Biennial (united Arab Emirates, 2009), the WRO 
2009 Media Art Biennale (Poland), the Taipei Biennial, Taiwan (2008), the International Film Festival 
Rotterdam (Holland, 2010), and Cinema du Réel (Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France, 2006).



Marcellvs L | Belo Horizonte MG, Brazil, 1980
Dilated time and a sharp photographic eye that alter our perception of the ordinary are frequent cha-
racteristics of the artist’s work in video and sound. Marcellvs L. has been exhibiting internationally since 
the mid-2000s, with shows at the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, and Today Art Museum, Beijing 
(both in 2010). He participated in the biennials of Sydney (2008), Lyon (2007), and São Paulo (2006), 
and at several editions of the Contemporary Art Festival Sesc_Videobrasil, São Paulo (2003-2011). He 
was awarded at the 51st International Short Film Festival Oberhausen (2005).

Marcelo Machado | Araraquara SP, Brazil, 1958
In 1981 - after graduating in Architecture at the university of São Paulo - he joined Fernando Mei-
relles, José Roberto Salatini and Paulo Morelli to release the Olhar Eletrônico production company. In 
1983, he won the Best Video prize at Festival Videobrasil for Marly normal. In 1988 he became the 
programming director of TV Gazeta, releasing the TV MIX show. Two years later, he was invited to be 
the programming director of MTV Brazil. In 1992, he migrated from TV to advertising, and headed 
the radio, TV and cinema department of advertising agency DPZ. In 2000, he left the agency to de-
dicate himself to documentaries and musicals, having directed a season of the series Música Brasileira 
on cable channel Multishow, and produced the documentary Drum In Braz for MTV Brazil in 2001. 
In 2003, he won the Best Electronic Music Video prize (MTV Brazil Prize for the video Samba Sim). In 
2005, he co-directed the feature documentary Ginga – A alma do futebol brasileiro, distributed by 
Paramount. In 2006, he directed the documentary Pure Spirit of Brasil, aired internationally; in 2007, 
the documentary Oscar niemeyer – O Arquiteto da Invenção, on GnT channel; in 2008, the docu-
mentary Viagem ao Anhui – China, on TV Cultura; in 2009, the documentary O Apito do Trem, on 
the same channel. He also directed the musical 300 Anos de Piano for the Selo SESC label. In 2011, 
he made the documentary O Sarau, and in 2012 he made the award-winning, internationally distri-
buted feature music documentary Tropicália. In 2013, he made Olhar, Pensar, Aprender, for SESC TV, 
and Trilhos da Memória.

Olhar Eletrônico | São Paulo SP, Brazil, 1981 – 1989
One of Brazil’s two leading video production companies of the 1980s, Olhar Eletrônico played a key-role 
in consolidating Brazilian video art, alongside the TVDO group. The former was characterized by strong 
inventive interaction with open television programming, while the second adopted a more experimental 
stance, although it entertained ambitions of intervening on mass media vehicles. Comprised of newly 
graduated students from the School of Architecture of the university of São Paulo, the company started 
working in 1981, initially composed by Fernando Meirelles, Marcelo Machado, Paulo Morelli and Beto 
Salatini. Soon Dario Vizeu, Marcelo Tas, Renato Barbieri and Toniko Melo joined them. The company 
was headquartered at a house on Benedito Calixto Square. From 1983 to 1987 they created several 
programs for TV channels Gazeta, Manchete, Cultura, Globo and Abril Vídeo. Highlight works inclu-
de Garotos do Subúrbio, Brasília, Eletroagentes, S.A.M. Varela no Congresso, Ali Babá, Do outro lado 
da sua casa and Tragédia SP. Marly normal, from 1983, may be one of considered the Brazilian prede-
cessors of the music video, with fast-changing close-ups that show 24 hours of a character’s life over 
the course of 6 minutes. The show Crig Rá, made in 1984 for Abril Vídeo, featured various personalities, 
such as Giulia Gam, Paulo Cesarino Costa, Adriano Goldman, José Roberto Sadek, Sandra Annemberg, 
among others. In 1987, the group produced O Mundo no Ar, a TV news parody program showing how 
information can be manipulated. The group gradually dispersed in the late 1980s.



Pedro Vieira | Brazil
The holder of a bachelor’s degree in Cinema and Television, he worked at TV Cultura, where he was 
hired as an intern and eventually became department director. He has directed and created pro-
grams in all areas of the said TV channel. He was a partner at TVDO, with which he won an award 
for AC/JC VT – Preparado, made in partnership with Walter Silveira, and Duelos dos Deuses. He has 
featured in several international festivals and shows. Highlights of his production as a documentary 
filmmaker include Oiregór Tarpud, made with the Grifa production company. He was the Department 
of Communication’s supervisor at Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado, in São Paulo. He has written 
and directed the scenic poem Chocolate Amargo, based on texts by Renata Pallotini.

Rafael França | Porto Alegre RS, Brazil, 1957 – Chicago, Illinois, united States, 1991
At the age of nine, the artist informed his parents of his decision to devote his life to painting. He left 
Porto Alegre for São Paulo in the 1970s and, encouraged by visual artist Regina Silveira, embarked 
upon an intense research into forms, techniques, and supports. He soon shifted from painting and 
works on paper to performance and public interventions. The trio 3nÓS3, formed with Mario Ramiro 
and Hudnilson Jr., sought to mobilize the public by having the city awaken to find its monuments 
wrapped up in plastic. Works by nam June Paik and Buky Schwarz set França along the path of video 
art. In 1982, the artist transferred to The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where he researched 
narrative forms that eschewed the documental and established bridges with other areas, such as lite-
rature. In addition to adaptations of works by Graciliano Ramos (Insônia) and Marguerite Yourcenar 
(Alexis ou Le Traité du vain combat), his video work includes authorial pieces such as Without Fear of 
Vertigo (1987) and Prelude to an Announced Death (1991), his confrontation with his own demise.

Sandra Kogut | Rio de Janeiro RJ, Brazil, 1965
Since 1984, she does videos that expand the limits of image, language and narrative codes. Author 
of Parabolic People (1991) and Videocabines são Caixas Pretas (1990), Sandra works with different 
media and formats: documentaries, experimental films, fictions and installations. Sandra directed 
advertisement’s films, video clips and she was the art director of Globograph. In 1996,  she was one 
of the Brasil Legal’s creators,  a program broadcast by TV Globo. Kogut often works with France and 
among their co-productions she did the documentary Adiu Monde (1998). In 2003, she released 
the documentaries um Passaporte Húngaro and Passagers d’Orsay. Her first fiction feature, Mutum 
(2006), was elected Best Film at the Festival do Rio and had it’s world premiere at the Festival de 
Cannes 2007. She taught at  the École Supérieur de Beaux-Arts, in Strasbourg, France and at the 
American universities: Princeton and university of California, San Diego. Her works were exhibited 
at important museums such as  Museum of Modern Art and the Guggenheim Museum (new York). 
They were also objects of retrospectives in institutions such as: Harvard Film Archives (uSA), Musée 
d’Art Moderne et Contemporain  of Strasbourg, France and  Centro Culturale Zo, Catania, Italy.



Tadeu Jungle | São Paulo SP, Brazil, 1956
A multimedia artist, he works as a video maker, photographer, poet, graphic designer, film, TV and ad-
vertising producer and director. Jungle began experimenting with video in 1974 and was a part of what 
Arlindo Machado dubbed the independent video generation, comprising authors who had recently gradu-
ated from universities in the early 1980s. Alongside colleagues from the university of São Paulo’s School of 
Communication and Arts (ECA-uSP), he established the group TVDO, marked by an anarchic spirit, with 
which he created video installations and experimental videos that won prizes in the first five editions of 
Videobrasil. In 1986, he founded the first video school in the country, Academia Brasileira de Vídeo. The 
holder of a Master’s in Art and TV from California’s San Francisco State university, he won several prizes 
for his videos in competitive shows in the united States, Europe and Latin America. Currently, he is a part-
ner of production company Academia de Filmes.  He recently directed fiction feature film Amanhã nunca 
Mais (Tomorrow never More, 2011) and the documentary Evoé, Retrato de um Antropófago (Evoé, Por-
trait of an Anthropophagist, 2011), about the playwright Zé Celso Martinez Correa. On TV, he co-directed 
the musical Mocidade Independente (TV Bandeirantes) with nelson Motta and presented Fábrica do Som 
(TV Cultura), among several other projects.

TVDO
One of the leading video production companies of the 1980s, TVDO played a key role in consolidating 
Brazilian video art, alongside another important group, Olhar Eletrônico; the latter was characterized 
by strong creative interaction with open television programming, while the former travelled a more 
experimental path, even though it entertained the ambition of intervening in mass media. The group 
was formed in 1980 by four film and five television students who met at Multimedia Internacional, 
an electronic media show held by Walter Zanini in 1979. They were: Tadeu Jungle, Walter Silveira, 
ney Marcondes and Paulo Priolli. In 1984, Priolli left and Pedro Vieira joined the group. In September, 
1980, they were invited by Ana Mae Barbosa to coordinate the TV Workshop at Semana de Arte-En-
sino. The collectively-held event gave rise to the group’s working format, which its members named 
“TVTudo”or “Tvudo”. While still students, they made Programa do Ratão as their conclusion work 
for a discipline at the School of Communications and Arts at the university of São Paulo (ECA/uSP). 
On that occasion, Antonio Abujamra took them under his wings as protegés. The program Bvcetas 
Radycaiz attracted the attention of nelson Motta, who invited them to co-direct the Mocidade Inde-
pendente program in 1982. On the same year, they associated themselves with Eduardo Abramovay 
and set up Videoverso. In 1984, they produced the daily show Radar, which remained on air for four 
months. From 1983 onwards, they won the Best Video prize on three straight editions of the Video-
brasil Festival. In 1986, they set up Academia Brasileira de Vídeo, a free film and video school. In 
1987, they became affiliated with the Fonte Brasil – Vídeo production company, chaired by Zanini. Hi-
ghlights among the group’s creations include a trilogy comprised of Frau, from 1983, non Plus ultra, 
from 1985, and Heróis da Decadên(s)ia, from 1987. The group gradually dissolved in the late 1980s.



Wagner Morales | São Paulo SP, Brazil, 1971
Artist and curator, Morales has been exhibiting films, videos, and installations at solo and group 
exhibitions since 2000. Over the last two years he has held solo shows at the Cable Factory, Helsinki, 
Finland, and at the Palais de Tokyo, in Paris, France. He has also been working as an independent cura-
tor since 2006, having created exhibitions for such institutions as MnAC – national Museum of Con-
temporary Art/ Bucharest, Romania; Le Silo, Paris; and Galeria Virgilio, in São Paulo, among others.

Walter Silveira | São Paulo SP, Brazil, 1955
He is a video artist, visual poet, graphic artist and television professional. With a degree in Radio and 
TV from the School of Communication and Arts of the university of São Paulo, Silveira has created 
authorial, experimental, electronic-oriented projects since 1977. In 1979, he was the assistant director 
to Antonio Abujamra at TV Tupi’s Drama Department. He co-founded TVDO, a leading production 
company in Brazilian 1980s independent video. As the programming director at TV Gazeta, from 
1987 to 1996, he created and directed several shows, such as Mix news and Clodovil Abre o Jogo. 
In 1997, he made a documentary on the Documenta show in Kassel, Germany, aired on TV Cultura. 
In 1998, he was hired by the channel as head of the programming board. Parallel to his television 
activities, he founded the first video school in the country and organized Videoteca Brasileira, compri-
sing more than 150 national video art titles. He participated in the XXIII International Biennial of São 
Paulo (2003) with a multimedia installation paying tribute to Oswald de Andrade. In that same year 
he developed the intermedia show Poesia é Risco, with poet Augusto de Campos and musician Cid 
Campos, which was presented in several countries.


